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It has been an eventful and busy year for the group. We 'steadied the
ship' after Jac and Stuart left us and have gone from strength to
strength.
We should be most proud of our campaigns around securing Nazanin’s
relaease but we also did lots of useful ‘admin’ this year. We updated our
communications strategy in line with GDPR (what a task!) and made
positive changes to our online presence, including linking our group
website to the main Amnesty website.

We have fostered closer ties with the Amnesty Group in Monmouth and
have strengthened ties with the Cardiff University AI Group. And as
usual an known number of letters and cards have been sent to political
prisoners from the Cardiff team.
So what did we do in 2018 ...

We gained three new activists: Joe, Pauline and
Nadine.
February
In February Cardiff Amnesty joined members of
the Ratcliffe family supporting a performance
of ‘Nazanin’s Story’ at Chapter Arts Centre. The
play highlighted the ongoing plight of Nazanin
Zaghari-Ratcliffe and her daughter, Gabriella,
imprisoned in Iran since April 2016.

March
Some of us joined the protest against the Cardiff Arms Fair,
which now won’t be held in 2019. Farshid Talaghani also
visited the group and suggested ways to improve our
campaigning.

APRIL
We supported the University of South Wales and
Alex Vitale, Professor of Sociology at Brooklyn
College, speaking about his new book, The End
of Policing. But most memorably in April no one
wanted to see a Billy Bragg gig with me!

MAY
We attended the National Conference and
AGM held in Swansea, an inspiring event
with fantastic speakers. It was here that
we first met our new Regional Rep, Stuart.

June
June saw 800 days since Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe
was arrested at a Tehran. The second Stand up in
the Park event was the highpoint of our
campaigning activity. This sell out event saw 400
people signing happy birthday to Gabriella. In
June, Pauline also joined Write for Rights
reference group.

July
Some of us marched in Cardiff in opposition to
the divisive politics of Donald Trump. Katharine
and I walked Hadrian’s Wall for Amnesty and with
your help raised £800. Linda was also kind enough
to open her house to us for the Amnesty summer
social. We also registered Amnesty International
UK on the Wonderful organisation fundraising
platform

October
In October I was still recovering from the
Hadrian’s Wall walk but I was interviewed for
the Amnesty magazine.
November
Cardiff Amnesty International’s November event was held in
collaboration with the Welsh Centre for International Affairs. An
inspiring panel of community activists reported on the challenges faced
by refugees and asylum seekers in Wales in an evening of debate
entitled “Wales – Nation of Sanctuary?”
December
On the 10th December Cardiff Amnesty held its annual Write for Rights
meeting at Chapter Arts Centre. A record number turned out for this
event.

GOALS FOR
2019

MORE NEW MEMBERS, CAN WE MATCH
OUR 3 NEW MEMBERS FROM 2018?

CAN SOMEONE TAKE CHARGE OF
MONITORING THE AMNESTY INBOX WITH A
MIND TO INVITING NEW MEMBERS TO
MEETINGS?

REDESIGN WEBSITE WITH BIOGS OF GROUP
OFFICERS?

